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The safety of animal-origin foods has a major influence on human health. Although the use of veterinary

drug additives (VDAs) significantly promotes the normal growth and development of animals against

diseases, the excessive consumption of VDAs is always the most worrying part. Thus, realizing a direct

and prompt detection of solid VDAs is highly desirable. In this study, we incorporated a functional unit

of triazolo [4,5-c] pyridine (TP) in polymer semiconductors. The theoretical simulation demonstrates that

TP can effectively form hydrogen bonding with the VDA molecules. Furthermore, highly sensitive

polymeric field-effect transistors (PFETs) are fabricated through the configurational design of low-

dimensional polymer networks (LDPNs). The conducting channel and hydrogen bonding sites of the

LDPN-based PFETs could be directly exposed to the analytes, thereby effectively capturing VDA

molecules and converting the stimuli into electrical signals. The obtained PFET-based solid sensors

showed highly sensitive and stable detection of melamine powders at a low operation voltage of �5 V.

The detection limit realized is lower than the international standards in animal feeds (2.5 ppm). These

results demonstrate the promising applications of PFETs for high-efficiency and low-power-

consumption sensors for solid detection or biological diagnosis.

Introduction

The safety of animal-origin foods has garnered considerable
attention due to the ineluctable residues of veterinary drug
additives (VDAs). Although the use of VDAs in animal feeds is
beneficial to prevent and cure animal diseases, and improve
food production, the excessive consumption of VDAs is the
most worrying part of this process, as it will cause severe
damage to human beings.1 However, most of the existing
analytical instruments require expensive equipment and entail
complex sample-preparation processes to qualify and quantify
VDAs.2 To overcome this challenge, there is an urgent require-
ment to develop brand-new methodologies to achieve rapid,
effective and direct detection of solid VDAs.

Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) have shown great
potential for enabling highly sensitive sensing applications
owing to their signal conversion and amplification.3–6 OFET-
sensors are widely employed to detect chemical vapors,7–15

pressure16–19 and photons,20–26 as well as chemicals in liquid
environments.27,28 However, currently very few reports involve
research on the detection of solid analytes.29,30 Therefore, it
remains a considerable challenge to achieve the effective detection
of solid powders. This is primarily because the required high
semiconductor film thickness (430 nm) for high-mobility OFETs
severely restricts the diffusion of analyte molecules across the
active layer and degrades the interaction between analytes and
semiconductors.30 Therefore, reducing the semiconductor film
thickness and improving the interaction between analytes and
semiconductors are two efficient strategies to realize rapid detec-
tion of VDAs. In addition, polymeric FETs (PFETs) are one of the
most promising devices in the design of low-cost and sensitive
solid sensors, due to polymer semiconductors possessing desig-
nable molecular skeletons, excellent film-forming properties, and
low-cost solution processability.31–37

In this study, we propose a highly sensitive PFET based on
a polymer structure with the designed adsorption sites and
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low-dimensional polymer networks (LDPNs) for the detection of
VDAs. To achieve this goal, we designed and synthesized a
p-type conjugated polymer PTBT–FBT (in Fig. 1a) with specific
functional units containing triazolo[4,5-c] pyridine (TP), bithio-
phene (BT) and 3,30-difluoro-2,20-bithiophene (2FBT) to increase
the interaction with the solid analytes containing specific
groups. Herein, we employed melamine as the targeted solid
analyte due to its unique molecular structure with amine
groups and inevitable residues in animal feeds.38 Both the
theoretical simulation and experimental results indicated that
the absorbed melamine molecules could form intermolecular
hydrogen-bonding with PTBT–FBT at the TP position, thereby
constraining the transportation of charge carriers, increasing

the charge trapping effect and suppressing the output current.
Consequently, the sensing resistance of the solid sensors was
significantly increased. Compared to conventional analytical
instruments including liquid chromatography–mass spectro-
metry and gas chromatography–triple quadrupole tandem
mass spectrometry,39 the as-prepared PFET-based LDPN sen-
sors exhibited a lower manufacturing cost, a higher detection
efficiency and a lower detection limit of below 0.015 ppb (10%
changes of resistance) at a low operation voltage of �5 V. The
detection limit of the solid sensor was far higher than the
international limitation of 2.5 ppm for melamine in animal
feeds. Consequently, the strategy proposed here provides a brand-
new perspective to prepare high-sensitivity, high-efficiency and

Fig. 1 (a) Chemical structures of PTBT–FBT and melamine. DFT calculations on the adsorption of melamine to the PTBT–FBT polymer. (b) Electrostatic
potential map of the PTBT–FBT on an electron density isosurface of 0.08 Bohr�3. Blue and red colours represent low and high electrostatic potentials,
respectively. (c) Structures and the corresponding binding energies of a melamine molecule adsorbed at the TP position of the PTBT–FBT polymer.
(d) Schematic diagram illustrating the preparation of LDPN films and thick films and organic field-effect transistors in contact with melamine.
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low-power-consumption sensing devices for solid detection or
biological diagnosis.

Results and discussion
Synthesis and theoretical simulation of PTBT–FBT

A p-type conjugated polymer PTBT–FBT with specific units
containing TP, BT and 2FBT (in Fig. 1a) was synthesized.
Scheme S1 (ESI†) shows the synthetic route for PTBT–FBT.
The detailed synthetic methods are provided in the ESI.†
Bromination of commercially available pyridine-3,4-diamine
(1) using bromine yielded 2,5-dibromopyridine-3,4-diamine
(2). Next, 2 was cyclized with NaNO2 in acetic acid to afford
4,7-dibromo-2H-[1,2,3]triazolo [4,5-c] pyridine (3). Alkylation of
3 with 1-iodo-5-decylpentadecane gave soluble 4. Regioselective
Stille coupling between 4 and 5,50-bis(trimethylstannyl)-2,2 0-
bithiophene afforded TP–BT–TP.40 Stille coupling polymerization
reaction between TP–BT–TP and 5,50-bis(trimethylstannyl)-3,3 0-
difluoro-2,20-bithiophene provided the corresponding polymer
(PTBT–FBT). The molecular structures of the intermediate
products and the monomer were confirmed by NMR tests
(Fig. S1–S6, ESI†). The number-average molecular weight (Mn)
of PTBT–FBT was determined by high-temperature gel permea-
tion chromatography (GPC) using 1,2,4-tricholorobenzene as
the eluent (Fig. S7a, ESI†). PTBT–FBT showed a moderate
molecular weight with Mn of 21.0 kDa. Thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) suggested that the polymer displayed good
thermal stability with 5% weight loss at a temperature of
400 1C (Fig. S7b, ESI†). The electrochemical behaviour of
PTBT–FBT was investigated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) (Fig.
S8a, ESI†). The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels of
PTBT–FBT were �5.23 and �3.46 eV, respectively. The UV-vis
absorption spectra of PTBT–FBT were tested both in solution
and in thin film. PTBT–FBT possessed an optical bandgap of
1.77 eV, which was calculated from the film absorption onset
(Fig. S8b, ESI†).

Density functional theory calculations were performed to
reveal the adsorption of melamine on the PTBT–FBT polymers.
The detailed calculation methods are provided in the ESI.† As
shown in the electrostatic potential map of the PTBT–FBT
polymer (in Fig. 1b), nitrogen and sulfur atoms of the TP unit
together with fluorine and sulfur atoms of the 2FBT unit
exhibited higher electronegativities than those of the other
atoms. Therefore, these units were possible adsorption sites
for the amino groups of melamine molecules. To further verify
the adsorption site, the binding energies of a melamine mole-
cule to the TP and BT positions of the PTBT–FBT polymer,
referred to as model A for TP–BT and model B for 2FBT,
respectively, were calculated using the following equation:

Eb = Esys – Epoly – Emole

where Esys, Epoly and Emole represent the total energies of the
adsorption system, the polymer and the molecule, respectively.
For model A (in Fig. 1c and Table S1, ESI†), it showed that one

strong hydrogen bond with a bond length of 2.1 Å between a
hydrogen atom of the melamine molecule and a nitrogen atom
of the TP unit in the PTBT–FBT polymer is formed. In addition,
two extra relatively weak hydrogen bonds between another
hydrogen atom of the melamine molecule and one nitrogen
and one sulfur atoms of the TP unit in the PTBT–FBT polymer
were formed. In comparison, four relatively weak hydrogen
bonds were formed in model B between two hydrogen atoms
of the melamine molecule, and two fluorine and two sulfur
atoms of the BT unit in the PTBT–FBT polymer (in Fig. S9 and
Table S2, ESI†). Because of the strong hydrogen bond in model
A, the binding energy in this model (0.38 eV) was higher than
that of model B (0.25 eV). At room temperature, the adsorption
possibility ratio between model A and model B could be
estimated to be e^(DE/(kBT)) E 154, where DE is the difference
in adsorption energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T
represents temperature. This result demonstrated that mela-
mine analytes were primarily absorbed on the surface of the
polymer film at TP through hydrogen bonding formation. The
hydrogen bonding (in Fig. 1c) was formed between the amino
groups of melamine molecules and N atoms of TP in the
backbone of PTBT–FBT, which served as a conductive bridge
to link the amino groups in melamine (as an electron donor)
and PTBT–FBT (as an electron acceptor). Our DFT calculations
show that the absorption of melamine on PTBT–FBT via
hydrogen-bonding leads to the increase of the HOMO level,
because of the donor effect of the amino groups in melamine
(Fig. S10 in the ESI†). Consequently, melamine adsorbed on
PTBT–FBT will trap holes in the p-type PTBT–FBT, leading to
the increase of the resistance of PTBT–FBT in the presence of
melamine. Obviously, introduction of the TP units into the
backbone of PTBT–FBT in building up the hydrogen-bonding
played a vitally important role.

Fabrication and characterization of LDPNs

The off-center spin-coating strategy was employed to enable the
controllable tuning of film thickness and polymer micro-
structures.41 As illustrated in Fig. 1d, the octadecyltrichloro-
silane (OTS)-treated heavily doped silicon with grown SiO2

(SiO2/Si) was placed onto the rotary platform with the largest
distance to rotor center of 2.5 cm, followed by the deposition of
the PTBT–FBT in O-dichlorobenzene solution onto the OTS-
treated SiO2/Si substrate. Next, the polymer film was prepared
using an annealing treatment at 150 1C for 10 min. Melamine
powders were introduced onto the polymer film to enable
effective detection. Since we assumed the importance of LDPNs
of PTBT–FBT, variable LDPNs with different film thicknesses
were prepared by controlling the concentrations of the polymer
solutions using off-center spin-coating. Furthermore, tapping
mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) and grazing incident
wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) were performed to ana-
lyze the film morphology, thickness, and molecular packing.
Upon decreasing the polymer solution concentration from
5 mg mL�1 to 1 mg mL�1 (in Fig. 2a), the polymer film thickness
was reduced from 24 nm to 6 nm, which satisfied the thickness
requirements of low-dimensional films (below 10 nm). Upon
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further decreasing the solution concentration to 0.7 mg mL�1,
a polymer-film thickness of nearly 3 nm was achieved. The
thickness effect on films was certified based on the UV absorp-
tion spectra of PTBT–FBT (in Fig. S11a, ESI†). As the film
thickness decreased, the signal intensity showed gradual
reduction. Furthermore, by reducing the solution concen-
tration from 5 mg mL�1 to 0.7 mg mL�1, the size of the
crystalline grain gradually decreased and the polymer film
was prone to obvious network configurations. Consequently,
these results demonstrated that the LDPNs could be fabricated
by controlling the solution concentration.

Furthermore, we tuned the LDPN films at a concentration of
0.7 mg mL�1 at a spinning speed from 2000 to 5000 rpm.
Surprisingly, regardless of the off-center speed, we found that
the thicknesses of all the resultant polymer films could remain
at a relatively constant value, approximately 3 nm, as estimated
from the AFM height images (in Fig. 2). We defined the filling
area as a circle and then defined the effective diameter of this
cycle as the equivalent mean diameter (EMD) to depict the pore

size of the polymer-network films. Fig. 2 also shows the AFM
height images of LDPN films prepared subsequently with an
increase in the rotation speed (in Fig. S11b and d, ESI†).
Specifically, at 2000 rpm, the EMD of the polymer film was
the maximum, approximately 49 nm, together with the mini-
mum film coverage onto the Si/SiO2 substrate of about 66%.
Conversely, as the off-center speed increased to 5000 rpm, the
polymer film demonstrated the lowest EMD of around 37 nm
and the highest coverage of approximately 82%. Therefore, the
off-center rotating speed played a crucial role in the micro-
structure formation (in Table S3, ESI†).

Preparation of highly sensitive PFETs for the detection of VDAs

Using controllable LDPNs, we fabricated FETs with a bottom-
contact bottom-gate (BCBG) configuration (see Fig. 1d), which
ensures direct contact between the conducting channel and the
VDAs. Meanwhile, these devices exhibited typical transfer
and output characteristics under the same operation voltages
(VDS = �60 V and VG = �60 V) (in Fig. S12, ESI†). To explore

Fig. 2 (a–d) AFM images of thin films at various concentrations (0.7, 1, 3, and 5 mg mL�1) by the off-center at a rotating speed of 5000 rpm. (e–h) AFM
images of LDPN films prepared by various off-center spin-coating speeds at a solution concentration of 0.7 mg mL�1. (i) The corresponding height
profiles along the indicated lines in (e–h). (j) The sensitivity of the resistance response against the film thickness. (k) The resistance response as a function
of equivalent mean diameters. (l) The relationship between the resistance response and operation voltage.
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the sensing performance of the solid sensors for melamine
detection, the resistance change was defined as the response
parameter. It has been universally acknowledged that the
charge carrier transport of PFETs primarily occurs in the first
few layers of the semiconductor/dielectric interface. To date,
there have been no reports on the effective detection of VDAs
using conventional PFET-based sensors. This is because the
commonly used polymer semiconductor films are generally
bulky, which evidently cover the conducting channel and
hinder the diffusion of the solid analytes. As shown in Fig. 2,
the polymeric film thickness down to the low-dimensional scale
structurally resembles networks with the addition of adjustable
pore structures. Compared to polymer films featured with
multilayer structures, the LDPN films only have a few layers
and can, therefore, shorten the migration length of the solid
analytes and facilitate their diffusion. In addition, for the
polymer we used, it is assumed that the formation of the LDPNs
might be attributed to the interaction between molecular chains.
A large portion of hydrogen bonding sites are exposed on the
surface or near-surface region of the LDPNs, which are favorable
for the complete use of the interaction sites and proceeding high-
sensing performance. The effects of film thickness on sensing
performance were investigated in detail (Fig. 2j). Upon decreasing
the polymer film thickness from 24 nm to 3 nm, the change
in resistance was considerably enhanced from 8% to 177%,
implying that the LDPN film could significantly improve the
sensing performance of PFET-based solid sensors.

The pore size is also a vitally important factor that impacts
the sensing performance of PFET-based LDPN solid sensors.
As shown in Fig. 2k, the resistance response presented a
gradually increasing tendency with a decrease in EMD. There-
into, at the minimum EMD of 35 nm, the resistance response
also reached a maximum, approaching 581% (in Fig. S11c,
ESI†). In addition, as the size of EMD decreased, the spreading
area increased, thereby ensuring the effective contact area
between polymer films and melamine powders. Accordingly,
the sensing performance of the PFET-based LDPN solid sensors
could be considerably enhanced by modulating the pore size of
the film.

In order to further explore the detection sensitivity of the
solid sensors, the melamine powders were diluted by blending
with SiO2 powders, and subsequently measured using the
as-prepared PFET-based LDPN solid sensors. As shown in
Fig. S13 (ESI†), most of the sensors exhibited excellent device-
to-device uniformity and electrical stability. The electrical sta-
bility and the shelf life are a great concern for the application of
sensors. We demonstrated the device stability and shelf life by
comparing the electrical performance of the sensors stored in a
glovebox for 1 day and 7 days. We can observe from Fig. S13a
and b (ESI†) that the sensors could be stored within one week
with little degradation of electrical performance. It is note-
worthy that the solid sensors showed a more significant resis-
tance response at a lower applied voltage (Fig. 2l), which was
consistent with the chemical sensor sensing regime based on
OFET structures reported.42–47 Also, a fast response speed
below 1.04 s was achieved. In addition, Fig. S14a (ESI†) shows

the resistance response of the melamine powders to various
melamine concentrations at a gate voltage of �5 V and a
source/drain voltage of �5 V. Compared to the distribution of
the resistance response for the LDPN solid sensors at each gate
voltage, the sensors could exhibit a stable sensing performance
at a low gate voltage of �3 V. Fig. 3a shows an obvious linear
relationship between the resistance response and the mela-
mine concentration in the analytes at a gate voltage of �3 V,
which made the quantitative detection possible for the OFETs
at low operation voltage. Under the exposure of pure melamine
powders, the resistance change of the solid sensors could reach
177%. With a decrease of the melamine concentration, the
resistance change was correspondingly reduced. Moreover, the
solid sensors could still exhibit a high resistance response, even
at a concentration of as low as 1 ppm.

Because of the amplification of gate effects, the PFETs
displayed a very significant resistance increase exceeding
39.6% at a gate voltage of �5 V and a source/drain voltage of
�5 V (in Fig. 3b). Therefore, the three-terminal devices demon-
strated a 17-times increase in the response to melamine
powders compared with the two-terminal devices (in Fig. 3b).
In addition, a linear regression equation was established based
on the resistance change-concentration linear fitting curves (in
Fig. 3a). The limit of detection (calculated using the linear
equation in the ESI†) of PFETs (at an operation voltage of �5 V)
for melamine powders was 0.015 ppb (based on 10% changes of
resistance), which was much lower than the international
standards (2.5 ppm). All the above-described results validated
that our prepared PFET-based LDPN solid sensors possessed a
high sensitivity to melamine. Thus, in this study, we present
the first successful fabrication of sensing-performance solid
sensors based on LDPN films.

To demonstrate the effect of TP units on the formation of
hydrogen bonds with the solid analytes, we fabricated another
type of PFET-based solid sensors using PBTTT (in Fig. 3c),
respectively. The polymer introduced for comparison was thio-
phene derivatives, which was distinguishable from PTBT–FBT
due to the absence of TP units. Melamine was also used as the
target analyte. First, the thick-film (about 30 nm) PFET-based
solid sensors were prepared. When the experimental results of
both types of PFET-based solid sensors (in Fig. 3d) were
compared, we found that the resistance response of PFET with
PTBT–FBT was 10-times higher than that of PFET with PBTTT.
Next, the PFET-based solid sensors with low-dimensional films
(about 7 nm) were also prepared. The comparison results
demonstrated that the resistance response of PTBT–FBT was
17-times higher than that of PBTTT (in Fig. 3e). These findings
suggested that the introduction of TP units into PTBT–FBT was
instrumental for forming hydrogen bonds with the analyte
molecules and enhancing the solid detecting sensitivity, which well
corresponded with our theoretical simulation results as before.
Besides, we compared the resistance response for solid sensors
with different film thicknesses based on both types of polymers
used. Our findings suggested that decreasing the film thickness to
a low-dimensional scale was a universal and significant strategy for
realizing effective solid detection based on PFETs.
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To further confirm the influence of hydrogen bonding
between solid analytes and PTBT–FBT on the sensing process,
we applied the as-prepared LDPN solid sensors to detect other
solid chemical analytes, including 1,5-naphthalenediamine
(Naph(NH3)2) and naphthalene (Naph) (the corresponding
chemical structures in Fig. S15a, ESI†). For both the analytes,
the solid sensors demonstrated the highest response to
Naph(NH3)2, but lowest response to Naph (in Fig. S15b, ESI†).
By combining the chemical structures with the resistance
change of these analytes, it could be inferred that the response
intensity of the solid sensors to chemical analytes may also be

dominated by the hydrogen bonding between PTBT–FBT and
chemical analytes, as verified by the theoretically calculated
results (in Fig. S16, ESI†). It showed that the hydrogen bonding
was formed at the absorption position between PTBT–FBT and
both chemical analytes (Naph and Naph(NH3)2). Compared
with the adsorption energies of Naph and Naph(NH3)2 at TP
(in Table S1, ESI†) and 2FBT (in Table S2, ESI†) under the same
concentration, the corresponding adsorption probability ratio
of Naph(NH3)2 was 7-times and 13-times higher than that of
Naph at room temperature, respectively. However, the resis-
tance response of Naph(NH3)2 was about 11-times higher than

Fig. 3 (a) The sensitivity of resistance response against the concentration of melamine powders. The resistance response of (b) two-terminal and three-
terminal devices upon exposure to melamine powders at a concentration of 1 ppm. (c) Chemical structures of PBTTT. Resistance responses of PFET solid
sensors based on (d) thick films and (e) LDPN films upon various polymers corresponding to the chemical structures in (c).
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that of Naph under the same testing conditions. We propose
that the resistance response induced by Naph(NH3)2 was also
caused by the strong hydrogen bonding between Naph(NH3)2

molecules and PTBT–FBT polymers.

Detection of different VDAs

To validate the versatility of the PFET-based LDPN solid sensors,
VDAs with amino groups, including cimaterol and dinitolmide,
were employed as the objective analytes. Similar to the dilution
process used for melamine, both the VDAs were also mixed and
diluted with SiO2 powders. During the sensing process, the
solid sensor was operated under the same bias at various con-
centrations. As shown from the resistance-change-concentration
linear fitting curves in Fig. 4a and b, the resistance response of
the solid sensors to both the VDAs were gradually improved with
increasing concentration. In order to further verify the resistance
response of solid sensors toward VDAs, two types of models for
theoretical calculation were also established as described earlier
(in Fig. S17, ESI†). It was shown that the absorption sites of both
VDAs were TP of PTBT–FBT as well (in Fig. S17 and Tables S1, S3,
ESI†). In addition, the hydrogen bonding between the amino
groups and nitro groups of the VDA analytes, and the N atoms of
TP as well as S atoms of BT in the PTBT–FBT backbone resulted
in an effective resistance response. In addition, due to the
formation of different-strength hydrogen bonding between VDA

analytes and polymer film, the solid sensor showed various
response intensities at the same concentration (in Fig. S17f,
ESI†), which was beneficial for prescreening different types of
VDAs in animal feeds. Consequently, these results demonstrated
the importance of hydrogen bonding between polymer and solid
analytes during the sensing process. The PFET-based LDPN solid
sensors exhibited high sensitivity and high efficiency to detect
the existence of VDAs even at a low concentration of 1 ppm.

Conclusions

A PFET-based LDPN solid sensor was fabricated based on an
off-center approach and showed high sensitivity to VDAs. The
TP unit in the PTBT–FBT polymer could form intermolecular
hydrogen bonding with melamine analytes, thereby improving
the capture efficiency. It was further combined with our regula-
tion of LDPNs (nearly 3 nm thickness) to effectively increase
the exposure of the conducting channels and the hydrogen
bonding sites to confer high sensitivity to the solid analytes.
Consequently, the as-fabricated PFET-based LDPN solid sen-
sors could enable a maximum resistance response of 177%,
and even retained a desirable response at a melamine concen-
tration of 1 ppm at a low operation voltage below �5 V, which
satisfied the requirements of state specified standards for the
limited quantity in animal feeds. In addition, the LDPN solid
sensors also showed superior versatility for the high-efficiency
detection of cimaterol and dinitolmide. These results demon-
strated that PFET-based LDPN solid sensors would become a
facile and effective candidate for future real-time solid detec-
tion or biological diagnosis.
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